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Title 
Your title should describe your research project, including the neighborhood you researched, and any specific 
characteristics you may have studied. It is easiest to do the title of your project last. 
  

Abstract (1 Paragraph) 
In 3-5 sentences, summarize what your research is about. It is easier to do the abstract last. 
  

Introduction (1 Paragraph) 
What is your research about? Give a brief overview/ 
  

Addressing the Disparity (1 Paragraph) 
Which part does your neighborhood fall into, and how does it fit into the “Black Butterfly, White L”? Be sure to 
include the demographic breakdown of your neighborhood as well. What disparity in your neighborhood are 
you looking into (ex, gun violence, life expectancy, income). This should include your research question--
what is the specific disparity you are looking for and why. 
  
Pictures/Graphs 
Use pictures or graphs to show some of the following: 

-    Where your neighborhood is located 
-    What does your neighborhood look like 
-    Graphs that show how your neighborhood differs from Baltimore City or other neighborhoods 
-    Charts showing some of the important demographics of your neighborhood 

  
Methods (1 paragraph) 
Describe your sample and research methods used to answer your research question. What data was collected 
for your project? Who did you collect data from?  How was it collected? 

- Name of survey 
- Citations of survey 
- Who was contacted 

  
Data/Results (1 Paragraph) 
What were some of the standout results of the survey for your neighborhood? Did you receive enough 
responses or do you need more? Were there any trends, similarities, or differences between data from your 
neighborhood and other neighborhoods surveyed? Include a chart or figure to display your data. What 
research did you find? 
  
Conclusion (1 Paragraph) 
What were some of the trends you found and how do they compare with your original hypothesis? Did 
the survey data confirm or conflict what you thought about the neighborhood? Did you find out new and 
interesting things about the neighborhood from the survey? Also, include how this information could be used to 
create or change policy around the disparity you addressed? 
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